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Preamble
Keensight Capital is a European growth buyout investor with deep expertise
in Technology and Healthcare. We partner with the management teams of fastgrowing and profitable companies providing capital, strategic guidance and operational
support.
Since its inception, the team at Keensight Capital has been delivering value to
investors by backing management teams to build stronger and more valuable
businesses. Long-term sustainability is at the core of what we do. We believe that
having a responsible and proactive approach to sustainability will positively impact our
performance, the success of our portfolio companies and society at large.
As such, we expect both our management company and portfolio companies to be
committed to our environmental and social engagements.

OUR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

In 2015, as part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the Member States
of the United Nations unanimously agreed upon the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), making them the world’s agenda for sustainable development.
The SDGs provide a coherent, holistic, integrated framework for addressing the
world’s most urgent sustainability challenges and creating a better future for all.
The success of the agenda will be based on collaborative efforts by all parties in
society, including businesses. Therefore, the SDGs explicitly call on business to
contribute along with other stakeholders. From a risk management or a
development opportunity perspective, it is of the interest of companies to step up
and engage with the core questions that lie at the heart of the SDGs.
The SDGs are also becoming increasingly important for investors, as a tool to analyze
the environmental and social impacts of their investments. There is a strong business
case for investing in opportunities aligned with the SDGs, including helping
investors secure stable returns, better represent the values of their clients and offer
sustainable financial products that differentiate them in the market place1.
Keensight Capital is committed to work alongside our portfolio companies to support
the achievement of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. To that end,
Keensight Capital systematically discusses the subjects of the SDGs with the
management of its portfolio companies in order to raise awareness to what we consider
as a strategic focus of our sustainable investment policy.
Finally, a specific analysis is conducted on the SDGs during ESG due diligence in order
to identify the priority targets of the company and to explain why these targets matter,
and what actions have been implemented by the company to contribute positively and
avoid negative impacts.
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